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Spectroscopy and piezospectroscopy of the Lyman transitions
and Fano resonances of indium in silicon
G. Piao, R. A. Lewis, and P. Fisher
Department of Physics, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, New South Wales 2522, Australia
共Received 30 October 1995; revised manuscript received 20 February 1996兲
A spectroscopic investigation has been made of the p 3/2 and p 1/2 transitions and the bound hole associated
Fano resonances of indium in silicon. Accurate values have been obtained for the transition energies of many
lines. The parameters characterizing the Fano resonances have been determined and the behavior of the Fano
resonances under uniaxial stress has been studied. The Fano resonances show a stress splitting similar to that
of their p 3/2 counterparts. Detailed piezospectroscopic data for the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 4A, 2 p ⬘ , and 3 p ⬘ under
具 111典 , 具 110典 , and 具 100典 compression permit a more accurate determination of deformation potential constants
than previously obtained 共with some significant differences兲 and the determination of some previously unknown deformation potential constants. 关S0163-1829共96兲04027-1兴

I. INTRODUCTION

Substitutional group III acceptors in silicon, such as indium, bind one hole and produce a solid-state analog of the
hydrogen atom. For indium impurity, three main series of
excitations can be observed in the mid-infrared spectral region 140–220 meV. The p 3/2 series originates in transitions
from the hole ground state to bound states associated with
the j⫽3/2 valence band. The p 1/2 series comprises transitions
from the hole ground state to bound states associated with
the j⫽1/2 valence band; these transitions are in resonance
with the p 3/2 photoionization continuum. The ionization limits of these two Lyman series differ by the spin-orbit split-off
band spacing of ⬃44 meV. The Fano series arises from compound states involving a bound hole to bound hole p 3/2 transition and a phonon. This series is separated in energy from
the p 3/2 series by the energy of the silicon zone-center optical
phonon ប  opt of ⬃64 meV.
Early experimental investigations of the p 3/2 excitation
spectra of group III impurities in silicon1,2 demonstrated the
correspondence of excited-state energy levels and the chemical shift in the ground states between different species — the
larger the acceptor atom, the higher the ionization energy.
Both the p 1/2 series, first observed for boron in silicon,3 and
the p 3/2 series have now been studied at high resolution
yielding very rich spectra.4–6 Piezospectroscopic investigations of the p 3/2 and p 1/2 spectra of indium 共and other acceptors兲 in silicon have been carried out by Onton, Fisher, and
Ramdas2 and Chandrasekhar et al.7 Their systematic work
has contributed largely to the present understanding of the
energies, symmetries, and stress behaviors of the ground and
lower excited states of indium in silicon.
The interference of a discrete energy level with a continuum of levels results in an asymmetric spectroscopic feature known as a Fano resonance.8 Fano resonances have been
observed for both donors and acceptors in both silicon and
germanium. In the absorption spectrum of indium in silicon,
Fano resonances were first reported by Bhatia,9 but the spectrum shown in that work has not been reproduced in later
similar measurements10 and differs from the features ob0163-1829/96/54共3兲/1741共13兲/$10.00
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served in this investigation. Fano resonances have also been
observed in the photoconductivity spectrum of indium in
silicon.10,11 The shapes of the features in photoconductivity
are rather different from those seen in absorption due to differences in the mechanisms governing the resonant process
and its detection.12
Calculations of the energies of shallow acceptors in semiconductors have been carried out within the framework of
the effective-mass approximation. Baldereschi and Lipari
separated the Hamiltonian into a spherical term13 and a cubic
term14 to assist in the calculation and the interpretation of the
results. Further work by Baldereschi and co-workers has refined and extended this approach.15–18 Similar variational
calculations have been undertaken by Buczko19 and Buczko
and Bassani.20 Polupanov and others have developed a nonvariational method of solving the Hamiltonian.21–27 The
most detailed results from each of these approaches have
yielded oscillator strengths, as well as energies, for group III
shallow impurities in Si;28–30 no calculations specifically for
indium impurity have been reported to our knowledge.
Group theoretical techniques have been used to determine
the effect of deformations on cubic crystals in general,31 and
on impurities therein.2,32–34 The relative intensities of transitions between states of the relevant symmetries have been
determined. Numerical calculations of the deformation potential constants of some acceptor states in silicon and germanium have been carried out by Buczko.19
In this investigation, the use of some samples with low
concentrations of indium and higher-resolution measurements than those employed in previous studies2,7 have permitted more detailed piezospectra to be obtained. This has
allowed clarification of some of the ambiguities and a more
accurate determination of the deformation potential constants. Using an analytical method described previously,35
the parameters8 q, ⌫, and f have been determined for some
of the Fano resonances. Piezospectroscopic observations on
the Fano resonances have been made in this impurity system.
Good correlation with the p 3/2 series is exhibited.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The indium-doped silicon samples used in this investigation had room-temperature carrier concentrations in the
1741
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FIG. 1. Unperturbed spectrum of Si共In兲, showing p 3/2 , p 1/2 , and
Fano series. The coolant used was liquid helium. Room-temperature
carrier concentration was ⬃6⫻1015 cm ⫺3 .

FIG. 2. Details of the high-energy portion of the unperturbed
p 3/2 series of Fig. 1.

range ⬃5⫻1015 to ⬃2⫻1016 cm ⫺3 . Two samples were prepared from a float zone silicon crystal 共ingot 41-611N兲 and
another two from a crucible grown boule 共ingot 2789兲 共see
Sec. VI兲. Liquid helium was used as the coolant. Absorption
spectra were obtained using a Bomem DA3.26 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. All spectra were measured using
a mirror travel of 2.5 cm, giving an unapodized resolution of
0.15 cm ⫺1 (⬃19  eV兲. The widths of the absorption lines
are such that the use of the highest resolution of the spectrometer (⬃2  eV兲 was not justified. It might be noted that
the p 3/2 lines of group III acceptors in silicon are significantly broader than are those for these impurities in germanium; the reason for this is not known. Uniaxial compression
was applied to the samples by employing calibrated lead
weights. Details of the low-temperature quantitative stress
cryostat and the mounting technique have been described
elsewhere.36–38

with transitions from the ground state to the final states
⫺
⫺ 40
respectively.
1⌫ ⫺
8 , 2⌫ 8 , and 3⌫ 8 ,
The triplet structure of line 4 is evident in Fig. 2. Lines
4A and 4B are unresolved due to their intrinsic width. This
asymmetric doublet has been resolved by curve fitting by
Covington, Harris, and Spry41 and Tardella and Pajot.4 Both
studies found the separation of the doublet to be 0.9 cm ⫺1 ,
while curve fitting to the present spectrum yields 0.99
⫾0.10 cm ⫺1 共0.12⫾0.01 meV兲. Similarly, the energy separation of the closely spaced lines 6 and 6A was determined
here by curve fitting to be 0.67⫾0.20 cm ⫺1 共0.08⫾0.02
meV兲. The main uncertainty in the present values comes
from the slightly asymmetric line shapes.
The closely spaced structure of line 4 is similar to, although not precisely of the same origin as, the structure of
line C of acceptors in germanium.42,43 In silicon, the presence of the triplet is rather atypical because of the strong
band warping.28 The final states of the transitions contributing to this triplet structure in silicon are predicted by theory
⫺
⫺ 20,28,30
to be 1⌫ ⫺
The 4⌫ ⫺
6 , 1⌫ 7 , and 4⌫ 8 .
8 state is commonly calculated as having the smallest binding energy of
the three and is assigned to the final state of the 4B transition. However, there is a difference in the predicted order of
⫺
the energies of the 1⌫ ⫺
6 and 1⌫ 7 states depending upon the
calculation. Binggeli and Baldereschi28 calculated the binding energy of the 1⌫ ⫺
6 state to be almost equal to but slightly
larger than that of the 1⌫ ⫺
7 state; the opposite ordering is
given by Buczko and Bassani,20 and by Beinikhes et al.30
The difference, as calculated by various workers, in the
predicted intensities of the optical transitions from the
ground state to these final states is large. The ratios of the
line intensities of the three components 4, 4A, and 4B have
been given as 100:92:33 共Ref. 28兲 and as 11:22:8.30 From
curve fitting to the spectrum of Fig. 2, the ratios 100:89:49
have been obtained, which are closer to those of Binggeli
and Baldereschi.28 No firm experimental conclusion can be
drawn from the unperturbed spectrum for the symmetry assignment of these states. This ambiguity will be resolved
later in considering the behavior of the transitions under an
applied stress.
Line 5 is unambiguously associated with the 5⌫ ⫺
8 final
state. Theory predicts two closely spaced states next, viz.,

III. ZERO STRESS SPECTRA

The optical absorption spectrum of indium in silicon in
the region 140–220 meV is shown in Fig. 1. In the spectrum
can be seen, in order of increasing energy, an oxygen vibrational band (⬃141 meV兲, the p 3/2 series (⬃142–156 meV兲,
the p 1/2 series (⬃194–198 meV兲, and the Fano resonances
(⬃203–220 meV兲. Figure 2 displays an enlarged portion of
the p 3/2 spectrum. In Figs. 1 and 2 the p 3/2 excitation lines
are labeled in order of increasing energy following the notation of Onton, Fisher, and Ramdas2 while the p 1/2 spectral
lines are labeled using the notation of Zwerdling et al.3 The
Fano series is separated in energy from the associated p 3/2
series by 64.35 meV, the energy of the zone-center optical
phonon in silicon,39 as indicated in Fig. 1.
The p 3/2 and p 1/2 spectra are essentially similar to those
reported previously;4,6 the spectrum of Pajot et al.6 is slightly
superior to the present one. The measured energies for the
various states are given in Table I.
Also given in Table I are the assigned symmetry labels,
which will be discussed later in greater detail with reference
to the stress behavior of the transitions; some of these labels
are given in Fig. 2. The first three lines, which are given the
experimental labels 1, 2, and 3, are unambiguously identified
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TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical energies 共in meV兲 of indium in silicon. The data are correlated
with the final states 共column 4兲, which are given in the order of their energy as calculated in Ref. 29.

Label

Transitions
Energies
This
worka
Ref. 6

1
2
3
4
4A
4B
5

142.023
145.791
149.787
150.809
151.083
151.21
152.785

6
6A
7
8

153.29
153.38
153.645
153.99

142.04
145.81
149.81
150.83
151.11
151.18
152.81
153.32
153.40
153.67
154.01

154.208

154.47

154.23
154.23
154.01
154.46

154.72

154.94

154.51
154.74
154.89
154.96
155.04
155.13
155.13
155.21
155.35
155.46

155.51
2p⬘
3p⬘
4p⬘

155.51
155.71

Label
1⌫ ⫺
8
2⌫ ⫺
8
3⌫ ⫺
8
1⌫ ⫺
7
1⌫ ⫺
6
4⌫ ⫺
8
5⌫ ⫺
8
2⌫ ⫺
6
6⌫ ⫺
8
2⌫ ⫺
7
7⌫ ⫺
8
3⌫ ⫺
6
3⌫ ⫺
7
8⌫ ⫺
8
9⌫ ⫺
8
4⌫ ⫺
6
4⌫ ⫺
7
10⌫ ⫺
8
11⌫ ⫺
8
5⌫ ⫺
6
12⌫ ⫺
8
5⌫ ⫺
7
13⌫ ⫺
8
6⌫ ⫺
6
6⌫ ⫺
7
14⌫ ⫺
8
7⌫ ⫺
6
7⌫ ⫺
7
15⌫ ⫺
8
8⌫ ⫺
7
16⌫ ⫺
8
9⌫ ⫺
7
17⌫ ⫺
8
18⌫ ⫺
8
19⌫ ⫺
8

Theory
Ref. 29
⫺15.63
⫺11.54
⫺7.35
⫺6.08
⫺5.98
⫺5.86
⫺4.17
⫺3.70
⫺3.63
⫺3.50
⫺3.24
⫺2.88
⫺2.86
⫺2.66
⫺2.43
⫺2.43
⫺2.35
⫺2.29
⫺2.12
⫺1.96
⫺1.91
⫺1.87
⫺1.85
⫺1.76

Final states
Energies
This
Theory
workb
Ref. 30
⫺15.60
⫺11.59
⫺7.34
⫺6.25
⫺5.96
⫺5.83
⫺4.15
⫺3.62
⫺3.52
⫺3.24
⫺2.87
⫺2.64

⫺2.36
⫺2.10

⫺1.86

⫺1.26

⫺15.79
⫺11.48
⫺7.24
⫺6.23
⫺6.18
⫺5.95
⫺4.24
⫺3.81
⫺3.84
⫺3.62
⫺3.33
⫺2.97
⫺3.07
⫺2.85
⫺2.70
⫺2.77
⫺2.88
⫺2.61
⫺2.44
⫺2.41
⫺2.36
⫺2.50
⫺2.17
⫺2.07
⫺2.04
⫺1.95
⫺1.93
⫺1.92
⫺1.88
⫺1.68
⫺1.61
⫺1.55
⫺1.53
⫺1.44
⫺1.35

This
workc
⫺14.95
⫺11.18
⫺7.19
⫺6.17
⫺5.89
⫺5.76
⫺4.19
⫺3.69
⫺3.60
⫺3.33
⫺2.98
⫺2.77

⫺2.51
⫺2.26

⫺2.04

⫺1.47

194.08
197.12
198.20

Error is estimated to be ⫾0.006 meV for energies given to 3 decimal places and ⫾0.01 for those given to
two decimal places.
b
Calculated using Eq. 共1兲.
c
Calculated using the method of Ref. 6, namely, fixing the energy of line 7 to be ⫺3.33 meV.
a

⫺
⫺
6
2⌫ ⫺
6 and 6⌫ 8 . Pajot et al. associate line 6 with the 2⌫ 6
final state. The present transition energy for line 6, 153.29
meV, corresponds to a final-state energy of ⫺3.62 meV 共the
method for obtaining energies of states from transition energies will be described below兲, which lies closer to that of the
⫺
6⌫ ⫺
8 state, namely, ⫺3.63 meV, than it does to that of 2⌫ 6

state, namely, ⫺3.70 meV. Taking into account also that the
oscillator strength of the former state is greater than that of
the latter state according to recent calculations28,29 共although
another recent calculation30 indicates the opposite兲, the
present data suggest line 6 should be associated with the 6
⌫⫺
8 final state, although this conclusion is not definite.
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TABLE II. Ionization energies 共in meV兲 of group III acceptors
in silicon.

Ref. 54
Ref. 17
Ref. 5
Ref. 6
This worka
a

B

Al

Ga

In

45.71
45.83
44.39
45.73
45.59

70.18
70.42
69.03
70.44
70.66

74.05
74.16
72.73
74.12
74.27

156.90
156.94
155.58
156.98
156.69

The experimental transition energies used in this work are from
Ref. 46 for Si共B兲 and from Ref. 5 for Si共Al兲 and Si共Ga兲.

The recent experimental6 and theoretical28–30 work concurs with the present identification of the lines labeled 6A, 7,
⫺
⫺
and 8 with transitions to final states 2⌫ ⫺
7 , 7⌫ 8 , and 3⌫ 6 ,
respectively. The final states corresponding to the next four
lines, of transition energies 154.21, 154.47, 154.72, and
154.94 meV, are not certain, but are tentatively assigned here
⫺
⫺
⫺
to be 8⌫ ⫺
8 , 4⌫ 7 , 11⌫ 8 , and 5⌫ 7 , respectively. The identification of the second and fourth of these lines is established on the basis of oscillator strength as well as energy
and must be regarded as being more certain than the identification of the first and third of these lines. In contrast, Pajot
et al.6 associate these four transitions with the states 9⌫ ⫺
8 ,
⫺
⫺
,
13⌫
,
and
6⌫
,
respectively.
The
final
line
ob10⌫ ⫺
8
8
7
served in the present experiments, having an energy of
155.51 meV, has a binding energy beyond those calculated
by Buczko and Bassani;29 Pajot et al.6 identify this transition
with the final state 18⌫ ⫺
8 .
Three transitions of the p 1/2 series, namely, 2 p ⬘ , 3p ⬘ , and
4p ⬘ , can be seen in Fig. 1. Because of their interaction with
the p 3/2 continuum, these transitions appear as broad and
asymmetric features, and so they should be properly classified as Fano resonances,4 but, of course, are distinct from
those associated with the p 3/2 series. Comparing the present
data with those of other group III acceptors, e.g., gallium44
and boron2 in silicon, it can be seen that the spectral line
shapes of the p 1/2 transitions are less symmetric for the
deeper acceptor.
In this investigation, 16 transitions of the p 3/2 series and 3
resonant transitions of the p 1/2 series have been observed
共see Table I兲. The correlation between the observed transition energies and the calculated energies of the final states of
the transitions is obtained in a manner similar to that given
previously for Zn ⫺ in germanium45 and for boron in
silicon.46 If a plot is made of the theoretical energies calculated by Buczko and Bassani29 for boron and aluminum in
silicon against the present experimental transition energies of
indium in silicon using only the well-resolved low-energy
transitions having ⌫ ⫺
8 final states, viz., lines 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7,
very good linear fits with gradients close to unity result, as
was the case for Zn ⫺ in germanium.43,45 Extrapolating these
fits to zero theoretical energy gives the ionization energy
⑀ i . The values so obtained are listed in Table II. Also listed,
for comparison, are the values of ⑀ i as obtained from other
work using different methods. The result of the linear fit for
the indium data gave the relation

⑀ ⫽⫺ 共 166.61⫾0.55兲 ⫹ 共 1.0633⫾0.0037兲 h  ,

共1兲

FIG. 3. The p 3/2 and Fano series of the spectrum of Fig. 1. The
upper trace, showing the Fano resonances, has been shifted down in
energy by the optical phonon energy, 64.35 meV, and the ordinate
scaled up by a factor of 20.

where h  and ⑀ are the experimental transition energy and
the theoretical energy of the corresponding final state, respectively, measured in meV. The values of the experimental
energies of the final states given in the sixth column of Table
I were determined using Eq. 共1兲 and the observed transition
energies.
It might be noted that the absorption spectrum of the
p 3/2 series for a sample with a 50% greater indium concentration than that of the sample of Fig. 1 cut from the cruciblegrown ingot 共2789兲 shows two oxygen vibronic bands. One
is at 149.50 meV 共to the low-energy side of line 3兲, the
so-called ‘‘8 ’’ band;47 the other 共on the low-energy side of
line 1兲 is the strong ‘‘9 ’’ band.47–49 Two other lines, both
very weak, have been found in the p 3/2 spectrum: at 150.40
meV 共to the low-energy side of line 4兲, and at 151.72 meV
共to the high-energy side of line 4B), and are here designated
as X 1 and X 2 , respectively. The genuineness of these weak
features is confirmed by the fact that both split into two
components under 具 100典 compression, showing a behavior
characteristic of electronic states. No transitions between
states of the same parity have been observed in the absorption spectrum of group III acceptors in silicon before. Some
of the even parity excited states of boron,50 gallium,50 and
indium17 in silicon have been determined from two-hole
transitions in bound exciton photoluminescence spectra. The
energy differences between the ground state and some even
⫹
⫹
⫹
parity states, 2⌫ ⫹
8 , 3⌫ 8 , 4⌫ 8 , and 5⌫ 8 , have been given
as 137.72⫾0.5, 148.82⫾0.3, 152.46⫾0.3, and 154.35⫾0.3
meV, respectively, for indium-doped silicon.17 Comparing
these values with the energies of X 1 and X 2 , it is conjectured
that these weak features relate to the transitions having final
⫹
states 3⌫ ⫹
8 and 4⌫ 8 , respectively, but this identification is
not final.
Figure 3 presents the correlation between the p 3/2 series
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TABLE III. Parameters for 1 F and 2 F of Si共In兲. Units are meV, except for q, which is dimensionless.
Feature
F

1
2F

h0

h  0 ⫺ប  opt

ha

f

q

⌫

206.16⫾0.01
210.14⫾0.03

141.8⫾0.1
145.8⫾0.1

142.023⫾0.006
145.791⫾0.006

⫺0.2⫾0.1
0.0⫾0.1

⫺0.85⫾0.02
⫺0.86⫾0.04

1.16⫾0.03
1.11⫾0.06

a

Experimental transition energy; see second column of Table I.

and the Fano series. The upper trace, showing the Fano resonances, has been shifted down by the zone-center optical
phonon energy of 64.35 meV 共Ref. 39兲 and scaled up in the
ordinate by a factor of 20. The Fano resonance features 1 F
and 2 F are well resolved and clearly related to lines 1 and 2
of the p 3/2 series. The Fano resonance associated with line 3
is complicated by a smaller resonance on its high-energy
side, which may relate to X 1 . It may be noted that the resonant strengths of 1 F and 2 F are very similar, even though the
intensity of line 1 is much smaller than that of line 2; similarly, the intensities of lines 4 and 4A are much stronger than
that of line 1 in the p 3/2 series, but the Fano resonances of
lines 4 and 4A are very weak compared to 1 F . These observations confirm that the resonance strength does not follow
the oscillator strength of the parent transition and suggest
that the lower the energy of the excited state, i.e., the more
localized the wave function, the stronger the Fano resonance.
This is in keeping with the optical phonon involved being
produced locally in an environment where there is no center
of inversion, viz., the locale of the impurity, it being well
known that optical phonons cannot be excited singly in a
crystal with a center of inversion such as silicon. This is also
the case regarding G F and D F in the spectra of Zn ⫺ in
germanium.45 The ‘‘straight line’’ method developed
previously,35 viz., determining the resonance position by the
intercept of the resonant feature and the straight line joining
the maximum and minimum of the feature, has been employed to determine the parameters of the well-defined Fano
resonances 1 F and 2 F . In determining h  max , h  min , and
h  0 , and thus the values of q, ⌫, and f , average values were
taken from four spectra from four independent measurements
of two samples with different indium concentrations. The
results are given in Table III. The shapes of 1 F and 2 F are
very similar and so are their respective Fano parameters q,
⌫, and f . In contrast, the first two Fano transitions of Zn⫺ in
germanium, G F and D F , have quite dissimilar parameters
共see Table I of Ref. 35兲, even though the two bound hole
transitions involved in the two materials correspond in that
they are to the first two excited states, viz.,
⫺
1⌫ ⫺
8 and 2⌫ 8 . It might be pointed out that in the case of
⫺
Zn in germanium the hole-phonon compound state interacts
only with the p 3/2 continuum, while for indium in silicon, it
interacts with the p 1/2 continuum as well.
An attempt was made to detect Fano resonances associated with the p 1/2 series, which are expected to occur at
⬃260 meV; no resonances were observed.

detailed stress behavior of transitions is given for lines
2 p ⬘ , 3 p ⬘ , and 4 p ⬘ of the p 1/2 series, lines 1, 3, and 4 of the
p 3/2 series, and the Fano resonances. The first quantitative
measurements for the splitting of line 2 p ⬘ of In under
具 111典 , 具 110典 , and 具 100典 compression have been made, as
well as the first quantitative observation of components 1.1,
1.2, 2.4 and of lines 3, 4, 4A, and 4B under 具 111典 and/or
具 100典 compression. In determining the deformation potential
constants, the elastic compliance coefficients given by Hall51
have been used. The piezospectra for the transitions of line 5
and higher lines in the p 3/2 series have also been obtained,
but these are composed of very many relatively weak features. The details of these will not be presented or discussed
here.
A. Piezospectroscopy of the p 1/2 series

The stress behavior of the p 1/2 series is simpler than that
of the p 3/2 series and so will be discussed first. Each line
splits into two under the application of stress and yields the
ground-state splitting directly. The order of the sublevels of
the ground state is determined uniquely from the polarization
features of the p 1/2 doublets.7
In Fig. 4 are shown the piezospectra of the p 1/2 series
under 具 111典 , 具 110典 , and 具 100典 compressive stresses of similar but slightly different magnitudes. The p 1/2 spectra for
具 111典 and for 具 110典 compression show clearly the effect of
stress on the 2 p ⬘ , 3 p ⬘ , and 4 p ⬘ lines. The sample used for
具 100典 compression was less pure and gave a spectrum that
showed only the 2p ⬘ transition clearly. For F储 具 111典 , the
high-energy components of the 2 p ⬘ , 3 p ⬘ , and 4 p ⬘ lines appear for both polarizations, while the low-energy components are observed only for E⬜ ; the intensity of each lowenergy component decreases with stress, indicating that the

IV. EFFECT OF UNIAXIAL STRESS

Piezospectroscopic observations have been made with an
applied force F along either a 具 111典 , 具 110典 , or 具 100典 axis
and the electric vector E of the radiation polarized either
parallel 共 E 储 ) or perpendicular 共 E⬜ ) to F. In this section, the

FIG. 4. Effect of 具 111典 , 具 110典 , and 具 100典 compression on the
lines 2p ⬘ , 3p ⬘ , and 4p ⬘ .
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TABLE IV. Comparison of deformation potential constants obtained by theory and experiments for Si共In兲. Units are eV.
Si共III兲
Theorya

Previous workb

Si共In兲
This work

b0

⫺1.39

⫺0.98⫾0.03

b1
b2

⫺0.03
1.09

⬃0
1.76⫾ 0.10

兩 b 3兩
d0
d1
d2
d3

0
⫺4.17
⫺1.84
2.04
⫺1.70

⫺2.68⫾0.15
⫺3.22⫾0.25
3.54⫾0.25

⫺0.46⫾0.03
⫺0.58⫾0.09 c
⫺0.70⫾0.19 c
1.09⫾0.03
1.18⫾0.17 c
0.91⫾0.10 c
⫺2.21⫾0.04
⫺1.84⫾0.11
1.82⫾0.03
⫺1.53⫾0.05

a

Reference 19.
Reference 7.
c
Values derived using Eq. 共2兲.
b

FIG. 5. Stress dependence of the splitting of the 2p ⬘ components for F储 具 111典 , 具 110典 , and 具 100典 . The straight lines shown represent least-squares fits.

final states of these transitions are either a ⌫ 6 or a ⌫ 7 state. It
can be seen from the observed polarization pattern that the
order of the sublevels of the ground state is that shown in
Fig. 1共a兲 of Ref. 34, viz., the energy of sublevel ⌫ 5 共1⌫ ⫹
8 )
⫹
⫹ ⌫ 6 共1⌫ ⫹
8 ) ⬅ ⌫ 5⫹6 共1⌫ 8 ) is greater than that of ⌫ 4
共1⌫ ⫹
8 ).
In Fig. 5, the ground-state splittings as obtained from the
splittings of the 2p ⬘ line are presented as a function of stress
for the three directions of applied force. The energy of the
low-energy component for E⬜ under 具 100典 compression was
determined by least-squares fitting a Lorentzian curve to the
spectra and used, together with the value of the E 储 component, to evaluate the ground-state splitting for F储 具 100典 ; this
process is reasonably direct since the energy of the E 储 component can be used to give that of the high-energy E⬜ component. The straight lines passing through the data points in
Fig. 5 represent least-squares fits; these fits give the stress
⬘ , ⌬ 100
⬘ , and
dependence of the energy splittings, ⌬ 111
⬘ , as 0.01593⫾0.00027, 0.00892⫾0.00009, and 0.01491
⌬ 110
⫾0.00010 meV/MPa, respectively. From these values the
deformation potential constants for the ground state have
been deduced to be d 0 ⫽ ⫺2.21⫾0.04 eV and b 0 ⫽
⫺0.46⫾0.03 eV 共see Table IV兲. The relation of the splittings
of the same state under 具 111典 , 具 100典 , and 具 110典 compressions is7
⌬ 110⫽ 21 共 ⌬ 1002 ⫹3⌬ 1112 兲 1/2 .

共2兲

By using this relation with the data from the well-resolved
ground-state splittings under 具 111典 and 具 110典 compressions,
a value of b 0 ⫽ ⫺0.58⫾0.09 eV is obtained, which may be

compared with the above value of b 0 deduced directly from
the splitting of the 2 p ⬘ line under 具 100典 compression. Both
values of b 0 are approximately half the magnitude of the
value given by Chandrasekhar et al.,7 which was determined
indirectly under the assumption of ‘‘stress isotropy’’ for the
ground-state splitting. The different gradients of the stress
splittings of the 2p ⬘ components shown in Fig. 5 suggest
that ‘‘stress isotropy’’ does not hold for indium in silicon.
Under 具 110典 compression, a similar pattern for the 2p ⬘
and 3 p ⬘ splittings to that obtained under 具 111典 compression
was observed. The low-energy components of 2p ⬘ and 3p ⬘
for parallel polarization made their appearance only when
stresses above 50 MPa were applied. Their intensities, however, were still very low. These components are expected to
be observed since the selection rules permit all transitions for
F储 具 110典 .
B. Piezospectroscopy of the p 3/2 series and Fano resonances
1. Applied force along a Š111‹ axis

a. p 3/2 spectrum. The effect of uniaxial compressive
stress for F储 具 111典 on some of the lines of the p 3/2 series is
shown in Fig. 6 and the lower part of Fig. 7. The stress
dependence of the resolved components of the transitions is
given in Fig. 8. In this figure, the lines drawn through the
data points are the results of least-squares fits. For line 1,
four stress components, one for E 储 and three for E⬜ , are
observed. The analysis of these components confirms unambiguously the order of the energy sublevels, viz., the sublevels of the 1⌫ ⫺
8 excited state are in the same order as those of
the 1⌫ ⫹
8 ground state, with the ⌫ 4 sublevels being lower in
energy than the ⌫ 5⫹6 sublevels. The order of the sublevels of
the ground state is the same as that obtained from the polarization features of the p 1/2 lines. The component 1.1, of lowest energy, is not resolved at higher stresses because of its
low intensity due to depopulation of the upper stress-induced
ground state and also because of overlap with the oxygen
lines. The intensity of component 1.3 is either zero or very
weak for E 储 ; this implies that u 1 ⬇1.34 The energy differences of the components 1.2 and 1.4, and of the components
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FIG. 6. The p 3/2 spectrum for F储 具 111典 and a stress of 28.88
MPa.

1.1 and 1.3, are essentially the same as those of the stressinduced components of 2p ⬘ and 3 p ⬘ , that is, the groundstate splitting. The separation of components 1.3 and 1.4 共or
1.1 and 1.2兲 gives the splitting of the 1⌫ ⫺
8 state. This splitting is used to obtain the deformation potential constant
d 1 . This value is given in Table IV and is believed to be
more reliable than the previous result,7 which is included in
Table IV for comparison. The present result is identical to
the theoretical value.19
Line 2 splits into two components for E 储 and three for
E⬜ , with the highest-energy component, 2.4, common to
both polarizations 共see Figs. 7 and 8兲. The stress behavior of
this line has been studied comprehensively previously,2,7
leaving no ambiguity in the stress-induced polarization pat-

FIG. 8. Stress dependence of the components of the p 3/2 transitions for F储 具 111典 . The lines shown represent least-squares fits.

FIG. 7. The spectra of the p 3/2 and Fano series for F储 具 111典 and
a stress of 49.70 MPa. The axis at the left applies to the p 3/2 series.
The Fano spectra 共upper two spectra兲 have been shifted down in
energy by 64.35 meV and their ordinates scaled up by a factor of
20.

tern and in the ordering of the energy sublevels. The wellresolved data for components 2.1 and 2.4, and the values of
the ground-state splitting obtained from the spacing of 2.1
and 2.3 and from the 2p ⬘ splitting, have been used to calculate the deformation potential constant d 2 of the 2⌫ ⫺
8 state.
This value is given in Table IV along with the value obtained
previously. The polarization pattern of line 3, which has not
been analyzed before, is the same as that of line 1. It follows
that the order of the sublevels of the 3⌫ ⫺
8 state is the same as
that of the 1⌫ ⫺
8 state. The value of d 3 obtained is listed in
Table IV. Since component 3.3 is not observed for E 储 it can
be concluded that u 3 ⬇1, as was the case for u 1 . The
calculated19 values of u 1 and u 3 are 1 and 0.97, respectively,
in excellent agreement with the experiment.
The effect of stress further complicates the appearance of
the closely spaced lines 4, 4A, and 4B. For F储 具 111典 , four
E⬜ and three E 储 components of this group were distinguished. Both line 4 and line 4A split into doublets with
separations equal to the ground-state splitting. Only one E 储
component was seen for each of these lines. The energy of
these components is the same as that of the respective highenergy E⬜ components. This is the typical polarization
pattern of transitions from a ⌫ 8 ground state to a ⌫ 6 or ⌫ 7
excited state under a 具 111典 compression;34 however, both a
⌫ 6 and a ⌫ 7 final state theoretically exhibit the same polarization pattern, which precludes unambiguously identifying
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FIG. 9. The Fano spectrum for F储 具 111典 and a stress of 28.88
MPa.

the final states for these two lines from this observation. The
intensities of components 4.1 and 4A.1 decrease with stress
as a consequence of the depopulation of the stress-induced
upper sublevel of the ground state. The energies of the components of lines 4, 4A, and 4B as a function of stress are
shown in Fig. 7; data obtained from two samples are included.
b. Fano resonances. Figure 7 also presents the correlation between the p 3/2 series and the Fano series for
F储 具 111典 . The spectra of the Fano resonances have been
shifted down in energy by the zone-center optical phonon
energy, and the absorption coefficient has been scaled up by
a factor of 20. Figure 9 shows the Fano resonances under
具 111典 compression with a stress of 28.88 MPa. Figure 7 was
obtained from the less pure sample 共ingot 2789兲, and shows
an unidentified absorption peak at 216.81 meV. The splitting
of the ⌫ 5 phonon for this direction and magnitude of compression is too small to be determined from the Fano components without very high-resolution measurements. At the
maximum stress employed, viz., 49.7 MPa, the phonon splitting is ⬃0.006 meV. Figure 10 combines the stress dependence of the energies of lines 1 and 2 of the p 3/2 series with
that of lines 1 F and 2 F of the Fano series. For ease of comparison, the energies of the components of the Fano series
have been shifted down by 64.35 meV. The fits to the data
are shown as full lines for the p 3/2 components and as dashed
lines for the Fano components. The energies of the minima
were used to follow the stress dependence of the Fano resonances, a method validated earlier.43,52 The two E 储 components of 1 F may be identified as 1.1 F and 1.4 F , since their
stress dependencies are similar to those of components 1.1
and 1.4 of the p 3/2 series. The main uncertainty in these
measurements arises from the overlapping of the closely
spaced, broad resonance features. For E⬜ , the Fano resonances of the stress components of line 1 are not well resolved. The width of the feature observed suggests that there
are at least two Fano stress components involved. The observed components of 2 F are identified as 2.2 F ⫹ 2.3 F and
2.4 F , since they follow the stress behavior of the corresponding p 3/2 lines. In the p 3/2 series, the 1.1, 1.4, 2.2, and 2.3
components for E 储 are forbidden by symmetry. The presence
of 1.1 F , 1.4 F , and 2.2 F ⫹2.3 F for E 储 is permitted by the

FIG. 10. Stress dependence of the components of the 1, 2, 1F ,
and 2 F transitions for F储 具 111典 . The Fano series has been shifted
down in energy by 64.35 meV. The lines shown represent leastsquares fits.

relaxation of the selection rules resulting from the involvement of the phonon.52
2. Applied force along a Š110‹ axis

a. p 3/2 spectrum. In Fig. 11 and the lower part of Fig.
12 is presented the effect of a compressive force, parallel to
the 关110兴 axis, on part of the p 3/2 series. Here q储 关1̄11兴, where
q is the wave vector of the radiation. As for 具 111典 compression, only spectra for lines 1 to 4B of the p 3/2 series are
shown. The stress dependence of the energies of the resolved
components of these lines is given in Fig. 13.
All the transitions from the stress-induced ground-state
sublevels to the excited-state sublevels are permitted by the

FIG. 11. The p 3/2 spectrum of Si共In兲 for F储 关110兴 and
q储关 111兴 and a stress of 52.78 MPa.
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FIG. 12. The Fano spectrum for F储 关110兴 and q储 关111兴 and a
stress of 65.75 MPa.

selection rules34 for F储 具 110典 . The relative intensities of the
transitions depend on the direction of light propagation q,
since the crystal becomes orthorhombic under 具 110典
compression.34,53 The number of stress components observed
for lines 1, 2, and 3 is consistent with the fact that all these
lines arise from transitions to ⌫ 8 final states. The energy
spacings between components 1.2 and 1.4 and between com-

FIG. 13. Stress dependence of the components of the p 3/2 transitions for F储 关110兴 and q储 关1̄11兴. The lines shown represent leastsquares fits.

FIG. 14. Stress dependence of the components of the 1, 2, 1 F ,
and 2 F transitions for F储 关110兴 and q储 关1̄11兴. The Fano series has
been shifted down in energy by 64.35 meV. The lines shown represent least-squares fits.

ponents 1.1 and 1.3 are found to be the same and agree with
the value of ⌬ ⬘110 , the ground-state splitting, as determined
from the stress splitting of the 2 p ⬘ transition. The splitting of
the 1⌫ ⫺
8 state then can be deduced from the separation of
components 1.3 and 1.4 共or components 1.1 and 1.2兲. Three
spectral lines were observed for line 2 for each polarization
and for both polarizations the position of the strongest line,
labeled 2.2⫹2.3, is almost unchanged with stress 共see Figs.
11 and 12兲. This suggests that the stress components 2.2 and
2.3 are almost coincident in energy and that the splittings of
the ground state and the 2⌫ ⫺
8 excited state are almost equal,
which is confirmed by the fact that the energy spacings of
components 2.4 and 共2.2⫹2.3兲 and of components 共2.2⫹2.3兲
and 2.1 are essentially the same as the ground-state splitting.
For line 3, the separation of components 3.2 and 3.4 and of
components 3.1 and 3.3 is that of the ground-state splitting.
⫺
The splitting, ⌬ (3)
110 , of the 3⌫ 8 state, the final state of line 3,
has been obtained from the difference in energy of components 3.3 and 3.4. Using this and the result for ⌬ (3)
111 in Eq. 共2兲
the magnitude of the deformation potential constant b 3 has
been evaluated; this is found to be 0.91⫾0.10 eV, a value
significantly different from that calculated 共see Table IV兲.
The stress components of lines 4 and 4A are well defined
and show behavior compatible with transitions from the
ground state to final states, which are either ⌫ 6 or ⌫ 7 .
b. Fano resonances. In Fig. 12 are presented the effects
of F储 关110兴 and q储 关1̄11兴 on the Fano resonances. For comparison, the stress dependence of the energies of lines 1 and
2 of the p 3/2 series and of the lines 1 F and 2 F of the Fano
series are shown in Fig. 14. The energies of the components
of the Fano series have been shifted down by 64.35 meV in
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FIG. 15. The p 3/2 spectrum for F储 具 100典 and a stress of 24.42
MPa.

this figure. For 1 F , three stress components, 1.1 F ,
共1.2 F ⫹1.3 F ), and 1.4 F can be clearly identified. Their stress
dependence is similar to that of their p 3/2 counterparts. However, their relative strengths are different; the strongest E 储
component in the p 3/2 series, 1.2, does not appear in the Fano
series at all. The 1 F components are comparable in intensity
to the 2 F components, while in the p 3/2 series, the stress
components of line 2 are much stronger than those of line 1.
Due to their relatively close spacing, large width and low
intensity, no quantitative analysis has been made of these
stress-split Fano resonances.
3. Applied force along a Š100‹ axis

a. p 3/2 spectrum. The effect of a 具 100典 compression on
the p 3/2 spectrum is presented in Fig. 15 and the lower part of
Fig. 16. The energies of the resolved stress-induced components of lines 1 to 4B are shown in Fig. 17 as a function of
stress. The lines drawn through the data points are the results
of least-squares fits.
For line 1, two components for E⬜ and one component
for E 储 were observed 共see Figs. 16 and 17兲, rather than the
permitted four E⬜ components and two E 储 component,34
leading to some uncertainty in labeling the observed components. The energies of the low-energy E⬜ components, 1.2,
shown in Fig. 17 are those obtained by curve fitting the absorption lines and only for stresses greater than 30 MPa.
Linear fitting to the data of 1.4 共both E⬜ and E 储 ) gives a
gradient of 0.00276⫾0.00028 meV/MPa and fitting the data
to the low-energy component gives ⫺0.00608⫾0.00005
meV/MPa. The zero stress energy of line 1 is not included in
these fits. The difference in gradient of these two fits,
0.00884⫾0.00033 meV/MPa, gives the splitting of the two
components, which is essentially the same as the stress dependence of the ground-state splitting as determined from
the 2p ⬘ doublet, 0.00892⫾0.00009 meV/MPa. The intensity
of the low-energy E⬜ component decreases and that of the
E 储 component increases with stress, a depopulation effect. It
may be concluded that the low-energy E⬜ component is a

FIG. 16. The spectra of the p 3/2 and Fano series for F储 具 100典 and
a stress of 46.98 MPa. The axis at the left applies to the p 3/2 series.
The Fano spectra 共upper two spectra兲 have been shifted down in
energy by 64.35 meV and their ordinates scaled up by a factor of
20.

transition from the upper sublevel and that the E 储 component
is a transition from the lower sublevel of the ground state.
The splitting of the 1⌫ ⫺
8 excited state has been estimated
previously7 as being very small. In the present work, the
splittings of this state for F储 具 110典 and 具 111典 are found from
the stress dependence of the energy difference between components 1.4 and 1.3 to be 0.01333⫾0.00156 meV/MPa and
0.01322⫾0.00079 meV/MPa, respectively, for these two orientations. These values permit an estimation of the splitting
of the 1⌫ ⫺
8 state for F储 具 100典 using Eq. 共2兲; this leads to a
stress dependence of ⌬ (1)
100 of 0.01365⫾0.00380 meV/MPa.
The magnitude of the deformation potential constant, b 1 , of
the 1⌫ ⫺
8 state is then calculated to be 0.70⫾0.19 eV, a value
significantly larger than that predicted 共see Table IV兲. It may
⬘ . Taking into account the magnibe noted that ⌬ (1)
100⬎⌬ 100
tude of the stress splittings and the depopulation effects it
can be concluded that the sublevels of the 1⌫ ⫺
8 state and
those of the ground state are in the same order. The labeling
of the two components of line 1 as 1.2 and 1.4 is based on
the above information and is different from that given
previously,2,7 where only one absorption line 共currently labeled 1.4兲 was observed and identified as 1.3⫹1.4, which led
to ⌬ (1)
100⬇0, a value close to that calculated.
The polarization pattern of line 2 is the same as that observed previously.2,7 Two strong components for each polarization are seen. The appearance of the small shoulder labeled 2.4 in Fig. 16 supports the conclusions previously
reached about the sublevels of the 2⌫ ⫺
8 state, i.e., the sublevels of this state are in the opposite order to those of the
ground state, and the excited-state splitting is larger than the
ground-state splitting. This is supported by the observation
that the intensity of component 2.2 decreases relative to that
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FIG. 17. Stress dependence of the components of the p 3/2 transitions for F储 具 100典 . The lines shown represent least-squares fits.

of 2.3 with increasing stress 共see Figs. 15 and 16兲. The labeling of the components of line 2 given by Onton, Fisher,
and Ramdas2 is adopted here. The deformation potential constant for the 2⌫ ⫺
8 state has been evaluated in two ways for
comparison. One value was obtained directly from the data
⬘ ,
for 具 100典 compression, i.e., ⌬ (2)
100 ⫽ ‘‘2.2 ⫺ 2.3’’ ⫹ ⌬ 100
⬘ , being that deduced earlier
the ground-state splitting, ⌬ 100
from 2p ⬘ . This yields b 2 ⫽ 1.09⫾0.03 eV. A second value
was obtained from Eq. 共2兲, giving a magnitude of b 2 ⫽ 1.18
⫾0.33 eV. It can be seen that these two values agree. The
ratios of b 2 /b 0 from the two values of b 2 are ⫺2.4 and
⫺2.6, respectively, in good agreement with the estimation2
that the 2⌫ ⫺
8 state splitting is about 2.5 times the groundstate splitting.
No detailed analysis could be made of the stress components of line 3 for F储 具 100典 due to the proximity of the weak
oxygen line in the only sample available. The stress behavior
of one component of line 3 is shown in Fig. 17. Since only
one component is observed, it is not possible to determine
either the magnitude or the sign of b 3 , hence there is no
comparison possible with the result deduced using ⌬ (3)
110 and
⌬ (3)
111 .
It has been noted previously that compression along a
具 100典 axis reveals the most detail about the closely spaced C
lines of Zn ⫺ in germanium43,52 and of gallium in
germanium.42 A similar situation may be expected for the
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complex 4, 4A, and 4B of indium in silicon. In this investigation, however, the lines 4, 4A, and 4B for F储 具 100典 were
not as well resolved as those obtained under 具 111典 and
具 110典 compressions. Even so, sufficient information is available to determine which of the strong lines 4 and 4A is the
transition to the 1⌫ ⫺
6 state and which is the transition to the
1⌫ ⫺
7 state. Given that the lower-energy sublevel of the
ground state is ⌫ 7 , the other being ⌫ 6 , transitions to a final
⌫ 6 state will be characterized by two E⬜ components and
one E 储 component, the E 储 component coinciding in energy
with the higher-energy E⬜ component and having four times
its intensity; the lower-energy E⬜ component has three times
the intensity of the higher-energy one.34 In contrast, transitions to a ⌫ 7 final state will have a common low-energy E 储
component and E⬜ component and an E⬜ component of
higher energy, the respective intensities being in the ratios
4:1:3. The strong features observed in the line 4 complex
under stress 共see Figs. 15 and 16兲 are, in order of increasing
energy, an E 储 component 共4.1兲, an E⬜ component 共4.2兲, and
another E 储 component (4A.2). Both E 储 components coincide with weak E⬜ components. The strong central E⬜ component in this set is interpreted to be the superposition of the
two stronger components of this polarization, which arise
from the adjacent ⌫ 7 and ⌫ 6 states (4A.1 ⫹ 4.2兲. Taking
thermal depopulation effects into account, the polarization
features thus establish that line 4 arises from a transition to a
⌫ 7 state and line 4A arises from a transition to a ⌫ 6 state.
This identification of line 4 with the 1⌫ ⫺
7 state and line 4A
state
is
used
in
Table
I.
Line
4B 共4⌫ ⫺
with the 1⌫ ⫺
6
8 ) has a
relatively low intensity at low stress, which ensures that it
does not confuse the above analysis. The ground-state splitting can be deduced from the stress dependence of line 4 or
4A. Only the energy difference of the stress components
⬘ . 共Most values
4.2共 E⬜ ) and 4.1共 E 储 ) is used to evaluate ⌬ 100
of the energies for the low-energy component of 4A, i.e.,
4A.1, could only be obtained by curve fitting, which is
thought to be less reliable.兲 If a linear fit is made to this
energy difference, ⌬ ⬘100 , as a function of stress, the result is
0.00894⫾0.00034 meV/MPa, which is in excellent agreement with the value of 0.00892⫾0.00009 meV/MPa obtained from the 2 p ⬘ stress splitting. Only one stress-induced
component of line 4B was observed. The unperturbed energy
of line 4B shown in Fig. 17 was obtained from a purer
sample 共see Fig. 2兲 and is not included for the fit shown
共dashed line兲. No detailed analysis can be made of this transition.
b. Fano resonances. Figure 16 shows the spectrum of the
Fano resonances under 具 100典 compression and its correlation
with the p 3/2 series. The stress dependence of the energies of
the minima of the components of 1 F and 2 F is shown in Fig.
18, with the stress dependence of the components of lines 1
and 2 of the p 3/2 series included for comparison. As in the
unperturbed spectrum, the Fano components associated with
lines 1 and 2 of the p 3/2 series are the strongest; the weaker
features identified as Fano resonances associated with lines 3
and 4, and an unidentified feature at higher energy, have not
been analyzed. For line 1, for each polarization, only one
Fano stress component was observed. These are labeled
1.2 F for E⬜ and 1.4 F for E 储 . As can be seen in Fig. 18, the
correlation with the p 3/2 components 1.2 and 1.4 is only fair.
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FIG. 18. Stress dependence of the components of the 1, 2, 1 F ,
and 2 F transitions for F储 具 100典 . The Fano series has been shifted
down in energy by 64.35 meV. The lines shown represent leastsquares fits.

The energy separation between these two Fano resonances
increases with stress but differs from that between the 1.2
and 1.4 components of the p 3/2 series. There are two stress
components of 2 F for each polarization with a separation,
however, larger than that of the p 3/2 counterparts with which
they have been correlated. The deviation between these two
associated series, Fano and p 3/2 , for lines 1 and 2, is believed to be due to the uncertainty in analyzing the overlapped asymmetric Fano features. It may be noted that the
parameter f , which is the measure of the strength of the
coupling and represents a shift of the resonance position with
respect to the energy of the compound state, is, in principle,
energy dependent, as is the parameter q. 8 Variations in these
parameters with stress may alter the energy of the observed
resonances.
V. CONCLUSION

A detailed study has been made of the p 3/2 and p 1/2 Lyman series and the Fano resonances of indium in silicon. The
experimental transition energies obtained here are in excellent agreement with previous measurements and the most
recent calculations.
More detailed piezospectra have been obtained than in
previous studies. This has allowed a reevaluation of the
energy-level scheme and the stress behavior of various lines
of the p 3/2 series. The results for line 2 are similar to those
given in earlier work.2,7 For line 1 under 具 100典 compression,
the present analysis leads to the conclusion that the energy
splitting of the final state is larger than that of the ground
state, rather than about zero as estimated previously.7 For
F储 具 111典 , the ordering of the stress-induced sublevels of the
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final states of lines 1 and 3 is the same as the ordering of
those of the ground state and opposite to those of line 2. The
analysis of the polarization pattern and stress behavior implies that for F储 具 100典 the sublevels of the final state of line 1
have similar order to the ground-state sublevels but opposite
to those of line 2. The splitting of the final state of line 2 is
about 2.5 times that of the ground state, as suggested
previously.2 More accurate values of the deformation poten⫺
tial constants, b and d, for the 1⌫ ⫺
8 and 2⌫ 8 states than
previously and their first determination for the 3⌫ ⫺
8 state
have been given. The stress behavior of lines 4 and 4A is
clearly observed under both 具 111典 and 具 110典 compressions,
while that for F储 具 100典 permits the final states of lines 4 and
⫺
4A to be unambiguously determined to be ⌫ ⫺
7 and ⌫ 6 , respectively. Although not discussed in the text, the stress behavior of line 5 for F储 具 111典 indicates that this is identical to
that of lines 1 and 3; in particular, experimentally, it is deduced that these transitions all have a value of ⬃1 for the
intensity parameter, u, in good agreement with the calculated
values of 1, 0.97, and 0.97, respectively.19
The p 1/2 transitions, 2p ⬘ , 3 p ⬘ , and 4p ⬘ , appear as
slightly asymmetric peaks. Their stress splittings directly
give the ground-state splitting for the different orientations
of F and can be used to aid in the interpretation of the behavior of the p 3/2 lines under stress. The ground-state splittings measured for F储 具 111典 , 具 110典 , and 具 100典 indicate that
‘‘stress isotropy’’7 does not hold for indium in silicon.
The Fano resonances, arising from the interference between continuum states and those compounded from bound
hole transitions and localized zone-center optical phonon
states, show various typical line shapes. The energies at
which the 1 F and 2 F resonances occur in the unperturbed
absorption spectrum are deduced by a simple and accurate
method,35 which requires no detailed knowledge of the absorption background on which the resonances are superimposed. The other parameters characteristic of the Fano features, q, ⌫, and f , are obtained. It is found that these are
almost identical for the resonances 1 F and 2 F .
Piezospectroscopic observations of Fano resonances of indium, in silicon have been made. The Fano resonances experience splittings under stress similar to most of those of
their counterparts in the p 3/2 series; there are some deviations
from this pattern that are not understood. The phonon splittings due to stress are too small to be determined from the
behavior of the Fano stress components in the experiments
reported here. As expected, the intensity of the Fano series
increases with sample concentration, while the relative intensities do not strictly follow those of the p 3/2 series, as is
evidenced by the relative strengths of 1 F and 2 F compared
to their p 3/2 counterparts. It is interesting to note that the
intensities of the lower-energy Fano resonances are stronger
relative to the other members of the series than are their
p 3/2 counterparts. Fano resonances in impurity-doped silicon,
generally speaking, provide additional information about
some weak and/or even transition-forbidden excitations in
the p 3/2 absorption spectra, leading to a fuller understanding
of the optical processes involved.
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